Examining the Accuracy and Use of Portion Size Estimation Aids in Parents of Children With Obesity: A Randomized Controlled Trial.
To determine parents' (1) accuracy in using portion size estimation aids (PSEAs) to estimate portion sizes and (2) use of PSEAs at home. Parents (n = 37) of children in a pediatric weight management clinic were recruited, enrolled in a parallel-design, randomized, controlled trial, and assigned to receive a 2-dimensional (2D) or 3D PSEA. Percent absolute estimation accuracy was examined across groups and food types. Survey responses were organized according to frequencies and percentages were calculated. Main effects of group, food type, and group × food type interaction were significant (all P < .05). The 2D PSEAs yielded more accurate estimates of portion sizes for amorphous foods. Overall, parents' estimation accuracy was poor. Participants were satisfied and found the PSEAs to be useful. The 2D PSEAs led to greater accuracy in estimating portions of amorphous foods. Parents showed poor accuracy in estimating portion sizes. This study highlights the role of dietitians and nutrition educators in enhancing portion estimation accuracy.